SELECTED REFERENCES ON NATIVE AMERICAN RITUAL AND RELIGION


Edmunds, R. David. *The Shawnee Prophet*. University of Nebraska Press, 1985. (Details the life and teachings of this Native American holyman and political leader)


Feraca, Stephen E. *Wakinyan: Lakota Religion in the Twentieth Century*. University of Nebraska Press, 1998. (Includes information on the Sun Dance, Vision Quest, Yamipi Cult, clowns, the Horse Dance, peyotism and herbalism)


________. *Sacred Words: A Study of Navajo Religion and Prayer*. (Contributions to Intercultural and Comparative Studies, No. 4.) Greenwood Press., 1981.


________. *Renewing the World: Northern Plains Indian Religion and Morality*. Repr. ed. University of Arizona Press, 1992. (A comparative study of Plains tribes. Reveals the emphasis of Plains Indian morality on the individual and on the group’s responsibility for other persons, for the resources of the earth, and for all creatures)


________. *The Hopi Survival Kit: For Safe Passage from the Fourth to the Fifth Cycle into the Millenium*. Stewart, Tabori Chang, 1996.


______. *Blessingway*. University of Arizona Press, 1970. (Information on the ceremonies, sandpaintings, and traditions of the Navajo)
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